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INTRODUCTION 

Several lower-valent metal halide complexes of the 4d 

transition metals in which two of the ligands in a six 

coordinate complex were either cis or trans i.e. MX4L2 0^ = 

metal, X = halide, L = cis or trans ligands) have been synthe

sized. These complexes have been characterized by ultra

violet, visible, and infrared spectroscopy, dipole moment 

measurements and powder magnetic susceptibility measurements 

which have indicated predominately cis rather than trans 

coordination. The magnetic properties have not been care

fully studied; that is, susceptibility measurements have been 

taken only on powder samples at temperatures ranging from 

room temperature to 77°K. In some complexes the magnetic 

susceptibility has been measured only at room temperature. 

The purpose of this investigation was to study in more 

detail the magnetic properties of a particular d^ complex 

using electron paramagnetic resonance as the diagnostic tool. 

The results then could be compared with powder magnetic sus

ceptibility data to determine the extent one can rely on the 

susceptibility data to discriminate between cis and trans 

complexes. In addition, the EPR measurements were expected 

to provide information about the bonding of the complex 
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chosen. Theorists have not yet solved the exact eigenvalue 

problem for molecules as complicated as MX^L2. The goal of 

the author was to derive g-value expressions which agreed 

with experimental g-values. The goal was accomplished by 

splitting the d-orbitals with a low symmetry potential, formu

lating molecular orbital wave functions from the crystal 

field wave functions, and applying perturbation theory to 

account for the Zeeman splitting. 

The particular complex chosen was tetrabromobis(aceto-

nitrile)niobium(IV) where the niobium has the 4d^ electron 

configuration. The preparation and characterization of this 

complex was reported by Torp (1). Therefore, details of the 

synthesis are not discussed in this thesis, and details of 

the characterization by susceptibility or electronic spectra 

were freely extracted from Torp's thesis. The X-ray structure 

determination of NbBr^(CH^CN)2 reported by Dougherty (2) was 

the basis for the interpretation of EPR data for the NbBr^ 

(CH3CN)2 single crystals. Again, the details from the crystal 

structure determination were freely extracted from Dougherty's 

work. 
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Review of Previous Niobium(IV) EPR Work 

Few articles concerning electron paramagnetic resonance 

of niobium(IV) complexes have been reported since the initial 

work in the early and mid 1960's. The early Russian work 

stemmed from a 20-line EPR spectrum (ethanolic solution of 

niobium pentachloride and hydrogen chloride reduced by zinc) 

at 77°K obtained by Garif'yanov ̂  (3). The spin Hamil

tonian parameters were g^^ equal to 1.82, g^ equal to 1.80, 

equal to 270 gauss, and equal to 146 gauss. 

Following the Nb(IV) solution work, the Russians Vinoku-

rov et al. (4) obtained EPR spectra of Nb(IV) impurities in 

natural single crystals of zircon, ZrSiO^, and the next month 

Yafaev and Garif'yanov (5) reported the EPR spectrum of Nb(IV) 

in silicate glasses. The ten hyperfine lines observed from 

zircon at 77°K were attributed to Nb(IV) replacing Zr(IV) in 

a site surrounded by eight distorted oxygen nearest neighbors. 

The spin Hamiltonian parameters describing the ten line zircon 

spectra were g^ equal to 1.862, ̂  equal to 1.908, | A I equal 

to 309 Oe, and | B j equal to 138 Oe. The spin Hamiltonian 

parameters describing the EPR spectrum of Nb (IV) in silicate 

glasses at room temperature were gequal to 1.89, equal 

to 1.92, A equal to 310 Oe and B equal to 145 Oe. At 77°K 
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new lines were observed and attributed to Nb(IV) occupying 

two types of positions with different local electric fields 

due to "bridging" and "nonbridging" silieon-oxygen tetrahedra, 

SiO^. The Nb(IV) ions were obtained by adding metallic alumi

num and wood charcoal to the melt of silicate glasses of 

composition nNa^O'(98-n)•Si02 * 2Nb20^. 

Lardon and Gxinthard (6) reported an EPR spectrum of a 

Nb(IV) complex under conditions where they thought NbCl^ 

ions should exist. The Nb(IV) complex was prepared by electro

lytic reduction of NbClg in alcoholic solutions saturated 

with hydrogen chloride. The spin Hamiltonian parameters were 

g equal to 1.892 and A equal to 177.4 gauss for the Nb(IV) 

complex in a methanol solution at 293°K. The spin Hamiltonian 

parameters for the Nb(IV) complex in methanol, ethanol, and 

i-propanol glasses at 77°K varied slightly with a change in 

solvent. For the Nb(IV) complex in methanol g % was equal to 

1.892, g3 was equal to 1.925, Ai was equal to 131 gauss, and 

A3 was equal to 270 gauss. These glass spectra were fit 

assuming axial symmetry and a dependence of the half-width 

parameter on the orientation of the complex. Unfortunately, 

the formula of the species in solution was unknown and no 

chemical bonding interpretations were presented. 
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Rasmussen, Kuska, and Brubaker (7) reported the first 

EPR spectrum of a well characterized Nb(IV) complex, penta-

2-
chloromethoxoniobate(IV) ion - Nb(00113)015 . Assuming axial 

symmetry, the spin Hamiltonian parameters for the Nb(IV) com

plex in a methanol glass at 77°K were g^^ equal to 1.965, g^ 

equal to 1.809, | A| = 248 gauss, and | B| equal to 144 gauss. 

The roOTQ temperature solution spectrum gave g equal to 1.861 

and A equal to 178 gauss. Incorporating electronic spectra, 

an estimate for <r~^> for Nb(IV), and an estimate of & , the 

spin-orbit coupling constant for Nb(IV), Brubaker suggested 

some rather covalent a and TT bonds. 

Gainullin, Garif'yanov, and Kozyrev (8) synthesized 

9_ 9 
NbO(acac)2, NbOCl^ , and NbOF^ . The ESR parameters were 

typical for axially symmetric complexes. The parameters for 

NbOCl^^" were gequal to 1.943, g^ equal to 1.932, A^^ 

equal to 260 gauss, and ̂  equal to 122 gauss. 

More recently (July 1969), Maniv, Low, and Gabay (9) 

reported EPR data on Nb(IV) in single crystals of Cs2ZrOl5. 

At 4.2°K and 80°K three EPR signals were observed for each 

orientation of the single crystal grown from the melt. Assum

ing tetragonal distortions along all three cubic axes, the 

spin Hamiltonian parameters were g equal to 1.9184, g^ 
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equal to 1.9515, A equal to 291.2 gauss, and B equal to 148.7 

gauss. 

Mackay and Schneider (10) published an interesting solu

tion spectrum of (Et4N)3(Nb5Cli2)C^6 consisting of 49 of the 

55 hyperfine lines expected for a single electron delocalized 

over six niobium atoms. In other articles (11 through 16) 

spin Hamiltonian constants for the characteristic ten hyper

fine lines due to the 9/2 spin of the niobium nucleus have 

been reported but the hyperfine coupling constants were an 

order of magnitude smaller than the hyperfine coupling con

stants for an electron in a predominately metal 4d-orbital 

and the g-values were often greater than the spin-only g-value. 

As an example, Kim, Reardon, and Bray (14) observed a 

resolved spectrum from gamma-irradiated Nb205-Na20-Si02 glass 

due to a Nb(IV) center and a tentative model of a hole in a 

NbOg unit. The unresolved portion of the spectrum was attri

buted to a hole in a silieon-oxygen unit and to an electron 

captured at an oxygen vacancy in a silicon-oxygen unit. Spin 

Hamiltonian parameters for the d^ electron on the Nb(IV) 

center surrounded by six oxygens were g^^ equal to 1.8953, 

equal to 1.9215, A equal to 325 gauss, and B equal to 164 

gauss. Spin Hamiltonian parameters for the non-d^ portion of 
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the spectrum were g approximately equal to 2.01 and A equal 

to 19.7 gauss. 

This literature search thus resulted in a compilation of 

EPR spectra of Nb(IV) complexes. Reported g-values, coupling 

constants, and line shapes provided a basis to compare the 

experimental results with the EPR data from NbBr^Ac2. But, 

the theoretical expressions and experimental EPR data describ

ing NbBr^Ac2 were expected to be unique because the different 

ligands, bromide and acetonitrile, in the cis configuration 

added a low-symmetry potential. The standard expressions for 

octahedral and tetragonal symmetry no longer applied to the 

NbBr^Ac2 complex. Therefore, a theoretical section for 

treating low-symmetry complexes precedes the discussion of 

experimental data. 
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THEORETICAL 

Introduction 

The axis of quantization for NbBr^Ac2, where Ac = aceto-

nitrile, was the C2 axis in the point group C2v Many authors 

have treated low-symmetry complexes, but very few have attemp

ted to adopt the axis of quantization shown in Fig. 1. 

Bleaney, Bowers, and Pryce (17) have extended the theory 

developed by Abragam and Pryce (18) of paramagnetic resonance 

for the case of rhombic symmetry. A "mathematical" term, 

1/2 Vy f(r)(ax^+by^+cz^), represented the ground state orbital 

wave function for a d^ Cu(II) complex with rhombic symmetry. 

Coupling constants for the magnetic hyperfine structure and 

g-values were expressed in terms of constants a, b, c, mixing 

parameters a, @, Y, and spectroscopic splitting parameters u, 

V, w. Bleaney, Bowers, and Pryce (17) along with Sroubek and 

Zdansky (19) have compared this theory with experimental data 

for dilute crystals of Cu(II) complexes. 

Ballhausen (20) gave the most "chemical" treatment for 

relative splittings of crystal field energy levels and g-

value expressions for octahedral, tetragonal, and trigonal 

fields. Because symbolism was in terms of Dq, Ds, Dt, eg, 

t2g, etc. (chemical language), a procedure similar to 
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Nb z axis of quantization 
{C'2 axis for octahedral 
symmetry) 

Fig. 1. The x, y, z principal axes and u, v, w bonding axes 
for NbBr4(CH3CN)2 
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Ballhausen's treatment of complexes with tetragonal or 

trigonal sjnranetry was used in this thesis to obtain expres

sions for the low symmetry crystal field potential and zero 

order wave functions with and without spin-orbit coupling. 

Other authors have used the spatial wave functions of 

Ballhausen to explain their experimental results. Both 

Gladney and Swalen (21) (Ti^"^ in trigonal environment) and 

Dionne (22) included interactions with the excited Eg states 

in deriving magnetic properties and crystal field parameters. 

Dionne*s article treated D2h symmetry where the axis of quan

tization was the same axis as the C4 axis in octahedral sym

metry. 

Starting with the d-orbital wave functions and g-value 

expressions for low-symmetry copper(II) complexes presented 

by McGarvey (23) Hitchman, Belford, et (24,25,26,27) in 

a series of articles interpreted the rhombic g-tensor for 

copper(II) and oxovanadium(IV) complexes. These authors were 

particularly concerned with rotation of the "in-plane" g-

t ens or (i.e. and gyy) and with the effect this rotation 

has on the ground state wave function. For this C2w point 

group, where the x and y symmetry axes point along the ground 

state nodes, Hitchman (27) pointed out that the ground state 
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was the d^y metal orbital and that no excited d-states were 

mixed into the ground state by the crystal field. 

To a first approximation, the NbBr^Ac2 complex was 

treated by crystal field theory - i.e. an "ionic" molecule 

in which the electron orbitals on the ligand were not allowed 

to overlap and mix with the electron orbitals on the metal 

ion. Therefore, the basic problem was to solve the Hamil

ton! an: 

^ ~ Hfree ion ^ligands * 

Since solutions for the free ion were in terms of spheri

cal harmonics, matrix elements for the potential VL, (If i|VL| 

tj), were easily obtained if the potential was expanded in 

terms of spherical harmonics. Because the HamiItonian trans

forms as the totally symmetric representation, the potential 

must also transform as Ai under all operations of the sym

metry group of the molecule. The spherical harmonic where 

1=0 uniformly shifts all energy levels. Since only relative 

energy levels may be measured, the I equal to zero spherical 

harmonic was neglected. For d electrons, spherical harmonics 

of odd order and spherical harmonics of order greater than 

four vanished due to the orthogonality and direct product 

relationships of the spherical harmonics. At this point 
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Br.llhausen (20) treated the d^ problem in terms of tetragonal 

and trigonal splitting. In this thesis a similar outline for 

the d^ case is presented, where the axis of quantization for 

the d-orbitals is along the C2 axis of €2^ or along the C2 

axis of Ojj. 

Form of Potential for Quantization Along the C2 Axis 

Case I: Octahedral fields 

The assumption of an octahedral field seemed to be a 

crude approximation for NbBr^Ac2. Actually the splitting of 

the d-orbitals by an octahedral crystal field potential 

(splitting determined by the single parameter 10 Dq) was the 

predominate crystal field potential (see Fig. 2). Further 

splitting of the familiar t2g and eg orbitals by a low sym

metry potential was less than 25% of 10 Dq. So the procedure 

here was to calculate the octahedral potential and eg and t2g 

wave functions. Then these zero order wave functions were 

used to calculate g-value expressions from perturbation 

theory. Finally attempts were made to include the low sym

metry crystal field potential and to refine the g-value 

expressions. 

Only the spherical harmonics had an A^g irreducible 

Vde 
component and only the Y4 spherical harmonics were used for 
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10 D, 

8 

A4 

'29 

'^1 y—T-
^ 3/2 

8 

strong spin-orbit 
octahedral coupling 

field 

T 

low-symmetry 
field 

Fig. 2. The splitting of octahedral energy levels of the d* 
configuration with spin-orbit coupling and crystal 
field of C2v symmetry 
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the expansion of the octahedral potential into a series of 

f 

spherical harmonics. The C2 axis for octahedral point sym-

I 
metry was taken as the axis of quantization. Then C2, C2, 

and C4 symmetry operators rotated the coordinate system (Fig. 

1) according to Equations 1-3. 

X X 

C2 y = -y (1) 

z -z 

X -X 

- 
CM 
0
 y = -y (2) 

z z 

X X 

C4 y = 
z (3) 

z -y 

Operating with the C2 symmetry operator on gave: 
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V 

-Y43 

Y4^ -Y4^ 

Y4° = Y4° 

H
 1 

-Y4-I 

Y4-2 

Y4-3 -Y4-3 

(4) 

Since the potential must have transformed as the totally 

symmetric group, A^g, Equation 5 was used to simplify the 

octahedral potential (Equation 6). 

(5) ^2 ̂ oct ^oct 

Voct = CY;2+ eY;^ (6) 

Operating with the C2 symmetry operator on the spherical 

harmonics for the simplified octahedral potential gave: 

C2 

V 

Y4^ Y4-2 

= 

Y4^ Y44 

Y4' V 

(7) 
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Again Equation 8 was used to simplify the potential 

(Equation 9 and Equation 10). 

^2^oct ^oct 

Voct = a*4° + bCY^^+Y;^) + c(Y^'*+Yl'*) 4.V-4i 

(8) 

(9) 

Voct = Y4° + bCY^+Y^Z) + C(Y4^+Y4^) 

unnormalized 

(10) 

Operating with the symmetry operator on the spherical 

harmonics for the unnormalized potential gave: 

C4 Y4^+Y4-2 

Y4^+Y4^ 

= C4 

1 35z^-30z^r^-f3r^ 

V64 r^ 

2 .pi (x2-y2)( z^-r^) 

\l32 r4 

35 X^-6x2y2+Y^ \|3L 
Vl28 

1 35v^-3v^r^+3r^ 

V64 

yZ-rZ) 

35 x^-Sx^z^+z^ 

(11) 
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Again Equation 12 was used to collect terms in z 

(Equation 13). 

^4^oct ^oct 
(12) 

(13) 

Collecting terms in other variables did not give another 

independent equation. Therefore, the C3 rotation was consid

ered where u, v, and w are the bonding axes (Fig. 1)• 

u 

V 
= 

w 

0 

0 

u 

w 

= C 

u 

3 ! V 

w 

0 

0 0 

1 1 

n \[2 

1 1 

ri V2 

1 0 

0 1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 
n 

1 

f2 

0 

1 

1 

rz 

0 0 

0 1 0  

0 0 1  

1 0 0  

u V 

V 
= w 

w u 

0 -

1 

ri 

1 

{2 

1 

yfl 

1 

/2 

(14) 

(15) 

X 

(16) 
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0 1 1 0 
n >r2 

1 _ 1 1 

f2 2 2 

1 _ 1 1 

r2 2 2 

X 

y 

z 

(17) 

Operating with the C3 symmetry operator on the spherical 

harmonics for the unnormalized potential gave: 

Y4^+Y4^ 

(35(-iS_.Z+Z) ^ _ 3 0 (  +  3r^) 
1 / 2 2 2  f l  2  2  

Z \2 

n f2 
. 2+zf)(7(_^-i+Z)2-r2) 

f2 2 2 n 2 2 (18) 

2 —) -6(-^+ 
128 {2 72 r2 f2 x/l 2 2 f2 2 2 

Again Equation 19 was used to collect terms in z 
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(Equation 20), (Equation 21), and (Equation 22). 

CsVoct = Voct (19) 

-2 b - 6 J-2-L c = — (21) 
V32 V128 8 

-26 b - 46^^ c - M (22) 

Equation 22 was not independent of Equation 20 and Equa

tion 21. Solving two equations in two unknowns yielded the 

constant, b, equal to \/ÏÔ and the constant c equal to 

-15/2 \j2/35. The final form for the octahedral field, assum-

I 
ing the axis of quantization was C2, was: 

Voct = V + ^ ̂  (23) 

Case II; Low symmetry (C2v) field 

In addition to the £ = 4 spherical harmonics, the 4=2 

spherical harmonics had a totally symmetric, irreducible 

component for C2v point symmetry. Symmetry operations C2 and 

c(xz) parameterized the potential into five terms: 

Vg' = aY2°+b (Y2^+Y2^)+cY4°+d (Y42+Y4^)+e (Y^^+Y^^) (24) 
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Unfortunately the potential expressed by Equation 24 seemed 

impractical to use because of the five unknown coefficients. 

This low symmetry potential did not leave enough degrees of 

freedom to determine coefficients to account for TT and c bond

ing or to calculate orbital reduction factors. 

For the tetragonal case, Ballhausen (20) eliminated terms 

dependent on the x and y variables because the bonding was 

left unaltered in the xy plane due to substitution on the z 

axis. The bonding in the xy plane due to substitution in the 

yz plane was similarly unaltered for the cis complexes. 

Ballhausen (20) argued on the basis of a point charge model 

that the form of the potential for the cis and trans configur

ation was identical, but that the splitting due to the trans 

complex was twice the splitting of the cis complex. Also, the 

order for the energy terms for the cis and trans complexes 

were inverted. These arguments indicated that most of the 

perturbation of the octahedral potential by C2^ point sym

metry was due to the ¥2° and spherical harmonics. 

Effect of Crystal Field Potential on the d-Orbitals 

Case I; Octahedral field 

Instead of solving the eigenvalue-eigenvector problem 

for d^ in an octahedral field, the transformation properties 
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of the d orbitals in an octahedral field were used to obtain 

linear combinations of the d-orbitals transforming as eg and 

t2g- That is, symmetry operations yielded wave functions for 

which the eigenvalue matrix was already diagonalized. 

Using Ballhausen's (20) notation for treatment of tetrag

onal and trigonal symmetry, a d-orbital is expressed as a 

m A 
radial function R(r) times the spherical harmonic Y2 (^mx ~ 

m jg 
Y2 ). The transformation properties of the d -orbitals in an 

octahedral field where the axis of quantization is the C2 

axis have been listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Transformation properties of d-orbitals in Oh 

C4 

x-*x 
y—Z 
z-'-y 

- \||do+'|(d2+d_2) -^(di-d_i) 

-^(d2-d_2) --^(di+d»!) 

- i \8^d2+d_2) 

- Y (d2-d_2) -•|(dl+d_i) 

"\IF do+ ^(d2+d-2)+ j(di-d_i) 

E S 
z-z 
X -X 
y"*-y 

C2 

x-% 
y-*-y 
z-*-z 

d2 d2 d2 d-2 

dl dl -dl d-1 

do do do do 

d-1 d-1 -d-1 dl 

d-2 d-2 d-2 d2 

X(E) = 5 X(C2) = 1 

2 0 

^2g 3 1 

X(C2) = +1 X(C4) = -1 

2 0 

-1 -1 
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t 

The d-orbitals were quantized along the C2 axis when 

the C2 symmetry operator operating on a d-orbital was equal 

to a constant times the same d-orbital (Equation 25). 

^2 = (constant) da^ (25) 

The transformation properties of the d-orbitals in Table 1 

have already demonstrated that the d-orbitals have been quan

tized along the C2 axis. If the constant for d^^ after oper-

for dju^, a d-orbital with a different mx value, the d-orbitals 

were allowed to mix (i.e. a linear combination of d-orbitals 

was a solution to the Schrodinger equation). From Table 1, 

^2» ^0» d_2 did mix; similarly di and d_i did mix. 

The dy2 orbital was directed toward the cis bromides and 

the nitrogens from acetonitrile. Therefore, 1/ \/T(d]4-d_i) 

was assumed to have been an eg orbital. The linear combina

tions of d-orbitals for the eg and t2g orbitals were found by 

making use of symmetry operators and the characters for the 

T2g and Eg representations as outlined below. 

ating with the C2 symmetry operator was equal to the constant 

(26) 

eg = adg + bd2 + cd_2 (27) 

•=2 4 = 4 (28) 
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C2 = -e| (29) 

XCCg) = 0 (30) 

The character for C2 in the Eg representation. Equation 30, 

f 

agreed with the sum of the characters for C2 operating on the 

eg and e^ orbitals (Equations 28 and 29). 

C^eg = C2(adQ+bd2+cd_2) = ad^ + bd_2 + cd2 (31) 

C2«g = «g (32) 

X(C2)= 2 (33) 

The character for the C2 symmetry operator operating on the Eg 

representation was equal to two, the character for C2 oper

ating on eg was equal to plus one, therefore b and c were 

equal. 

Gg = ado b(d2+d_2) (34) 

e| = (35) 

C4 eg = a(- J àg- (d2+d_2))+ b(- (3^+•i(d2+d_2)) (36) 

C4 e| = -e| (37) 

X(C4) = 0 (38) 

The character for the C4 symmetry operator operating on 
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the Eg representation was equal to zero, the character for 

operating on the e^ orbital was equal to minus one, therefore 

the character for C4 operating on the e^ orbital was equal to 

plus one as expressed in Equation 39. 

(- Y - (j - ^a)(d2+d_2) = ado + b(d2+d.2) (39) 

a = - (40) 

Gg = - + ̂ (d2+d_2) (41) 

®g = (42) 

Since (d2+d_2) mixed with d^ but not with (d2-d_2) and 

(d2-d_2) did not mix with d^ under the C4 symmetry operator, 

t2g was set equal to a linear combination of d^ and (d2+d_2) • 

t|g = ado ~ b(d2+d_2) (43) 

The t2g orbital orthogonal to the e^ orbital gave; 

tfg = - - \l^ (d2+d.2) (44) 

Since (di-d_i) was transformed into d2-d_2 under the sym

metry operator; 

t'g = (di-d_i) (45) 

'ig = (d2-'^-2> (46) 
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The transformation properties and the representations 

for the zero order crystal field wave functions upon descent 

to C2v symmetry have been summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Transformation properties, wave functions, and 
representations upon descent to C2v point symmetry 
for the d-orbital split by an octahedral field 

E 
1 

C2 C2 C4 

'tg ^2g ^2g ^2g '^2g 

^2g -4g "2g 

4s ^2g ^2g "'2g 

X(l2g) 3 1 -1 -1 

< ®g 

4 4 

X(Eg) 2 0 2 0 

(d2+d_2) Al 

(di+d_i) B2 Reduction to 

= -f (d2+d.2) Al 

C2v point symmetry 

'2g (di-d_i) Bl 

(d2-d»2) A2 
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Case II: Octahedral field and spin-orbit coupling 

Niobium(IV) complexes have a large spin-orbit coupling 

constant The number most quoted for X has been 748 cm ^ 

obtained from Griffith (28). Therefore, the spin-orbit energy 

term was no longer small compared to the low-symmetry terms 

in the crystal field potential. The next step was to include 

spin-orbit coupling by calculating zero order wave functions 

with both spatial and spin functions. In octahedral sym

metry, using the gamma notation of Bethe for the double group 

I O 
Ojj (20), the eg functions transformed as rg( Eg), whereas the 

t2g functions transformed as rg(^2g) Fy (^2g) - 1# 

Fig. 2 the octahedral energy levels of the d^ configuration 

were first split by spin-orbit coupling and then split by a 

crystal field potential to account for C2v Point symmetry. 

Ballhausen invested the t2g and eg functions with spin 

angular momentum and looked at the transformation properties 

of the t2g and eg wave functions to obtain ( T2g) and 

ry(2T2g). This method used to obtain Fy (^T2g) and 

(^T2g) when the axis of quantization was along the 

symmetry axis was not adaptable to the eg and t2g functions 

I 
when the axis of quantization was along the C2 axis because 

of the complicated way the t2g and eg orbitals mix under spin-
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orbit coupling. Without consideration of F g (Eg) and rg(T2g) 

interaction, solutions were obtained by solving the complete 

eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. The following Hamiltonian 

for spin-orbit coupling was considered: 

= XL'S = ^ ( ̂2 s 2+% ̂ s 4" s"*") 

where 

= h ^(i+m^+l) (4,mjtl) 

4.(4,014) = h ^(i-m^+l) (4-hiijg) (X,mx-1) 

The secular determinant was: 

(47) 

14B; 

(49) 

tocra 2gc 

t2g" 

tfg3 

'V 

tfgP 

-E 

2 

X 
2 

X 
• 2 

-E 

X 

2 

" 2 

X 
2 

-E 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-E 

K 
2 

X 
2 

'V 

0 

0 

_x 
2 

-E 

X 
2 

0 

0 

2 

X 
2 

-E 

The eigenvalues were ^ and -X/2 as indicated in Fig. 2. 

For the energy, E, equal to X: 
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" \[k " '2gP -'2g®) (50) 

ry'^CCgg) = xjf (4gB + t^g- + 4sB) (51) 

For the energy, E, equal to minus X/2, too few inde

pendent equations were obtained to determine the coefficients 

for the spin invested wave functions. For Fg^Ceg), where 

n = 1,2,3 and 4, no levels were mixed implying: 

rg^(eg) = eg®» (52) 

rg2(eg) = egH (53) 

- Sg^'a (54) 

rg^Csg) = eg^B (55) 

The remaining problem was to determine the rg^(t2g) 

wave functions. The energy of the system had to be inde

pendent of the axis of quantization. From the octahedral 

case (treated by Ballhausen (20) with the C4 axis as the axis 

of quantization), the interaction of the rg^(eg) and lg^(t2g) 

functions took the form: 

rs^Ceg) = ^ (56) 

The wave functions were found from operating on ^g^C^g) 

Î 

functions having C2 axis as the axis of quantization with the 
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Hamiltonian, and dividing by X \j3/2. In Table 3 the wave 

functions corresponding to the energy level diagram in Fig. 2 

are listed. 

Table 3. Zero order wave functions for Ig (^Eg), Ty(^T2g), 

and rg(2T2g) 

= eg\ 

Ts^Ceg) = egSg 

V<®g> = a 

r7*(C2g " \lf^'2g~ - t2g9 - t|g.) 

r7t(t2g = \/|('^2g® + t2g* + '2g« 

''8^<'=2g = -^(-t2g8 + t^go.) 

T'8^<t2g = - "=2gS) 

r8^(':2s + tlgS) 

V('2g = ~^(-2'2g« - C2ge - ^2g«> 
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Low Synmetry Crystal Field Theory 

While zero order wave functions should give good esti

mates for the experimental g-values, no terms have yet been 

added to accotmt for the low symmetry portion of the potential. 

The problem could be handled if the expression for the pertur

bation of the octahedral potential assumed the standard 

tetragonal form: 

(57) 

where A and B are constants and R is the radial part of the 

function. Using an operator technique and calling the radial 

integral for Y^, Dg, and for Y^, the following potential 

was obtained. 

Vc2v " DgCig-Z) " °t( (58) 

The weak field matrix elements given below were useful in 

calculating strong field matrix elements for rg(eg), rg(t2g), 

and Tj(t^g) functions. 

(4±2|Vciv|d±2) - - »t (59) 

(«^llVc^l'^l) • -Ds + 4Dt (60) 

Wo l^c^l^o ) = -2Ds - (61) 
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Matrix elements for the strong field without spin-orbit 

coupling were: 

(4|Vcl.l«b = -Ds + 4 Dc (63) sl'C2vl g 

(CzglVc^v'tZg) = -»s - 4# D; (64) 

(tZglVcivltZg) =-Ds + 4Dt (65) 

(C2g|Vc3^|tSg) = 2°s - Dt C66) 

(':2g|Vc^,l4) = - Dt (67) 

Using these equations, the matrix elements for the strong 

field with spin-orbit coupling and with a low symmetry poten

tial are presented in matrix form in Table 4. 

g-Value Expressions 

The spin-Hami.Itonian formalise developed by Pryce (29) 

and used by Ballhausen (20) and Dionne (22) was accurate if X, 

the spin-orbit coupling constant, was much smaller than the 

energy separation between the ground state and the first 

ever ted state. In the case of NbBr^Ac2 ^ was probably about 

thirty per cent of this energy separation and the expressions 

for the g-values were not expected to be accurate. Perturba-



Table 4. Matrix elements for the strong field with spin-orbit coupling and with a 
low symmetry potential 

r4(t2g) r«(t2g) rl(eg) r4(eg) 

(•jOs+fOt 712°':^ 7%°": 

-4Dq - —) 

yDg- |/-yDt 

/ ̂ X) 
2 

(- -^Dg+ -—Dt-) (- -;Dg - -Dt 
12 2 

-4Dq - 2 > 

(" + l&Dt ) ( -—Dg H- 7~Dt) 

r^(t2g> 

/6 /2 6/2 (- -^Dt 

-4Da + X ) 

( Dg + T^Dt) 

«(^g) 

(Ds + ̂ c) 

/\\) 

0>s - jOt 

6D„) 



Table 4. (Continued) 

^("=2g) r^(eg) 

r^(eg) 
(-Dg+ 4Dt 

6Dq) 

ri(t2g) 

(|Os+|»t 

rgftzg) 

-4Dq - I ) 

i('2g) ^ ( ® g )  i<«g> 

(--i-Da +-5_Dt;) (-J-Dg + A-Dt) (/-^Dq+i/lDt 
/12 /12 c /6 ® /6 2 ® 4 2 

/ l  

_3_ 

/12" 
(- "TT^Dg 

/12 ®t) (- -^s " l^t 

r^(t2g) 

- 4D, 
2 

(/| i) 
2 



Table 4. (Continued) 

^8^®g^ 

- 4 D q  +  ^  )  

(  " ® s  -  )  

2  

< 4 0 3 + 1 ^ 7 " ^  ( - D s  -  | » t  )  ( D s  -  | D t  

r 8 < e g )  /| ̂ ) 
6 D q )  

( - D g  +  4 D t  

r i ( e g )  

( / • i  X )  

2  

6 D q )  
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tion theory developed by Pryce (29) gave an expression (Equa

tion 68) for the anisotropic g-values 

gij = 2(8 (68) 

where 

(ground state |n) (n |Lj | ground state) 

^n'^ground state (69) 
y/ 
n f ground state 

and where i and j refer to x, y, z coordinate system in 

Fig. 1 and where n refers to the nth excited state. The 

following g-value expressions were obtained assuming the 

ground state transformed as a non-bonding A2 state (see 

Table 2). 

g 2g ^2g ^2g 

''2s 

More accurate g-value expressions were obtained when the 

spin orbit coupling (XLS) and the Zeeman splitting (3H* 

(IH-2S)) were treated separately. If X, the spin-orbit 
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coupling constant, was less than the separation between the 

ground state and the first excited state, the ground state 

wave function, as developed by Pake (30) and used by Dionne 

(22) was: 

4 , =  *  .  Y  f  <k/XL-S/m> • (73) 

- ' VH. 

Using the eg and t2g wave functions given in Table 2 and 

again assuming the ground state transformed as A2 gave; 

E(t|gO')-E(t|gC() E(t^^e)-E(t|ga) 

(74) 

i  4 ^  " f  ̂  •  

E(e^B)-E(t|g(») E(e|a)-E(t^gO) 

\ b 

2 "Zg* 

E(t|gS)-E(tCgS) E(tbg«)-E(tCge) 

2 ^S" 

(75) 

E (e|cK) -E (t^gg) E (e|3) -E (t^gp) 
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The Zeeman energy split the t and If groimd 
t2gP 

state doublet. Matrix elements were calculated for the Zeeman 

splitting using Equation 76. 

Hij = ( til3H(lH-2S)| t j) (76) 

Expressions for the principal g-values were found from 

the resonance condition. Equation 77. 

AE = gpH (77) 

When the magnetic field was along the z axis, the matrix 

elements were calculated from: 

Hij = ( til3H2(L2+2S2)| *j) (78) 

The resonance condition then gave gzz-value as expressed 

in Equation 79. 

g = 2 ^ - ^ Szz ^ 
E (tfgcy) -E (t^gor) E (t|ga) -E (t§g*) 

2 

2 (E ) -E ) (E (e^S ) -E ) 

(79) 

4 (E (t|gO) -E (tlgff) ) 2 4 (E (t̂ gS) -E (t|g<,) ) 2 
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32L 

4 (E (ê 3 ) -E (t̂ gcy) ) ̂ 8 (E (ê *) -E (t̂ gc) ) ̂ 

Similar expressions were obtained for and gyy. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Introduction 

EPR spectrometer 

EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) measurements were 

made on a Strand 602B, X-band, spectrometer with modifica

tions^ to the preamplifier and the modulation amplifier to 

facilitate the detection of broad EPR signals. The distin

guishing features of the 602B spectrometer were the ferrite 

circulator, the adjustable reference path, the balanced mixer 

with a pair of crystal detectors, and the AFC (automatic fre

quency control). A Varian V-4531 multipurpose TEi02 cavity 

was used for all EPR measurements. A Magnion 12 inch electro

magnet model L-128A provided precise magnetic fields. An NMR 

system utilizing a hydrogen proton probe was used to calibrate 

the magnetic field. 

Dewars and sample arrangements 

Two types of cold-finger dewars were used for all the low 

temperature EPR measurements. A metal cryostat^ with a quartz 

vacuum jacket surrounding a Lucalux rod cold-finger (Fig. 3) 

was used for single crystal measurements. The Lucalux rod, 

^Dr. G. A. Pearson, who was the author's supervisor 
between 1965 and 1969, was mainly responsible for the design 
of this equipment. 



Fig. 3. Cryostat for rotating single crystals and for main
taining single crystals at 77°K and/or approx. 15% 

A. top of rotating helium can 
B. Lucalijx rod 
C. Lucalux discs 
D. Lucalxix tube 
E. Varian EPR cavity 
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manufactured by the Lamp and Glass Department of the General 

Electric Company, was attached to an inner stainless steel 

can. The can rested on nylon bearings so that a crystal 

mounted on the end of the rod could be rotated in a plane 

with liquid nitrogen and liquid helium in the can. 

Sample buckets with screw tops were machined from boron 

nitride rods purchased from the Carborundum Company, Technical 

Ceramics Plant. Before any air-sensitive crystals were 

brought out of the dry box, the crystals were aligned and 

sealed in the bucket. The bucket was cemented onto the Luca-

lux rod with Apiezon N grease. The baseline spectra for the 

container showed EFR signals due to this sample container. 

Two low field resonances due to Lucalux were observed below 

2000 gauss and in no way interfered with the metal complex 

spectra. In addition, a sharp peak and a broad peak were 

observed for the BN bucket. The sharp peak served as a con

venient reference peak, the broad peak between 2000 and 5000 

gauss was superimposed on the metal complex spectra. 

A sample container was also made from a Lucalux rod with 

two Lucalux plates (Fig. 3) cemented over the open ends of 

the rod with Apiezon W. The baseline from this container was 

resonance free except for the Lucalux peaks mentioned in the 
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preceding paragraph. 

Powder and glass samples were sealed in quartz tubes and 

placed in a quartz cold-finger (Fig. 4). The dewar was filled 

with liquid nitrogen and the finger inserted into the Varian 

cavity. To prevent bubbling in the cavity, helium gas was 

forced through a heat exchanger and allowed to escape above 

the sample. 

Visible and infrared equipment 

Reflectance spectra of powdered NbBr^Ac2 were measured 

on a Beckman DU spectrophotometer equipped with the Beckman 

2580 reflectance attachment. The NbBr^Ac2 powder was diluted 

with dry MgCOg; dry NgCOg was used for the reference. 

The absorption spectra of acetonitrile solutions in the 

visible and near-infrared were measured on a Gary 14 spectro

photometer using Pyrocell S22-350 rectangular fused silica 

cells. 

Crystals 

Crystals of NbBr^Ac2 were grown ̂  vacuo in the apparatus 

pictured in Fig. 5. In an argon filled dry box, powder was 

placed in side A, the apparatus was removed from the dry box 

and coupled to a vacuum line, and acetonitrile was distilled 

into side A. The apparatus was heated in a water bath to 



Fig. 4. Quartz dewar (right) and sample arrangement (left) 
for maintaining powder and glasses at 77°K 

A. tubing connected to helium gas cylinder 
B. coiled copper tubing 
C. holes (approx. .4 mm diameter) on bottom of coil 
D. sample holder 
E. 2 mm O.D. quartz sample tube 
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SIDE A 

Fig. 5. Crystal growing apparatus 
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approximately 60°C before the saturated solution was trans

ferred to side B. The apparatus was placed in a styrofoam-

capped dewar filled with water at 60° and allowed to stand 

for two days. At this time, the solvent was pumped off and, 

after the sample was pumped into the dry box, the crystals 

were removed from the Teflon and stored in the dry box. 

EPR of NbBr4Ac2 

Powder 

Spectra at room temperature were not observed for the 

NbBr^Ac2 powder. The EPR spectrum of NbBr^Ac2 powder at 

liquid nitrogen (77°K) temperature was reproduced in Fig. 6. 

The peak to peak spread was approximately 1000 + 100 gauss 

and g = 1.65 + .03. No obvious anisotropy or hyperfine struc

ture was apparent. 

Crystals 

The crystallographic axes of NbBrz^Ac2 crystals were 

determined by X-ray techniques using oscillation and zero-

level Weissenberg photographs. Crystals of NbBr^Ac2 have well 

formed rectangular faces and are usually thin plates. Crys

tals were aligned in a sample container in an argon filled dry 

box using a microscope and held securely in place with Apiezon 

N or halocarbon grease. Since the crystals, along with the 



Fig. 6. EPR powder spectrum of NbBr4(CH3CN)2 at 77°K (the magnetic field is o 
NbBr4(CH3CN)2 

increasing from left to right) 
(the field is of magnetic 77 K at 
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quality of the spectra, sometimes deteriorated with time, the 

best spectra were obtained immediately after the sample was 

cooled in the cryostat. Also, for each single crystal in 

which zero-level Weissenberg and oscillation photographs had 

been taken, EPR spectra as a function of rotation angle were 

observed for no more than two of the three crystal planes 

before the crystal deteriorated. 

Again room temperature spectra were not observed for 

NbBr^Ac2 single crystals. The spectrum of a crystal of un

determined orientation was compared at liquid nitrogen and 

liquid helium temperatures. Because the g-value and peak to 

peak separation were not altered, subsequent measurements were 

made only with liquid nitrogen coolant. 

EPR spectra as a function of rotation angle were recorded 

for the three crystallographic planes and g-values were 

plotted against the angle a crystallographic axis makes with 

the magnetic field. Typical spectra for the b-c plane are 

presented in Fig. 7 and g-value maps have been plotted in 

Figs. 8, 9, and 10. 

The error in the experimental g-values depended upon the 

accuracy with which the maximum for the absorption peaks could 

be determined. The NbBr^Ac2 single crystal EPR spectra were 
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EFR spectra in b-c crystal plane of NbBr4(CH3CN)2 at 77°K as a func
tion of the angle between the magnetic field and the b-crystal axis 
(the magnetic field is increasing from left to right) 
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recorded as the derivative of the absorption peak where the 

maximum absorption was the midpoint of the S-shaped deriva

tive curve or the point in the center of the S-shaped curve 

with the same ordinate as the resonance free baseline. For 

symmetrical spectra the g-va lue was also taken as the point 

midway between the peak to peak separation. For most of the 

spectra in Fig. 7 the g-values agreed within 0.01 g-value 

units regardless of the method used to determine the absorp

tion maximum. The measurements were more precise than 

accurate, i.e. the g-values for the experimental data from 

the same crystal mapped in Fig. 7 were consistently larger 

or smaller than the average for the experimental g-values. 

From the crystal structure of NbBr^ (Ac) 2 (2), the g-

tensor was diagonalized and the direction and magnitude of 

the principal g-values were found. The four molecules in the 

unit cell were related by a screw axis and two glide planes 

and complicated the determination of the principal g-values. 

When the magnetic field was along the crystal axes, the mole

cules in the unit cell were magnetically equivalent. When 

the magnetic field was not along the crystal axes, all the 

molecules in the unit cell were not magnetically equivalent. 

Additional EPR spectra were expected for each magnetically 
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inequivalent site. 

When the magnetic field was along the a crystal axis, 

the magnetic field was also along the axis of quantization, 

i.e. the z axis in Fig. 1, for all four molecules in the unit 

cell. The g-value extracted with the magnetic field along 

the z direction was g^^ equal to 1.75 + 0.04. The deviation 

in Fig. 10 for the crystal aligned along well developed faces, 

where the crystal axes were not determined from X-ray photo

graphs, was probably due to imperfect alignment. 

For the x-y plane the principal axes were not aligned 

along the crystal b-£ axes. The b and c crystal axes were 

the three-fold axes in octahedral symmetry except, instead 

of the equivalent ligands for octahedral symmetry, two bro

mine atoms and an acetonitrile ligand were situated above 

and below the niobium atom. Therefore, along the b and c 

crystal axes the four molecules per unit cell were also 

magnetically equivalent and contributed to a single EPR 

resonance. 

For other directions in the x-y plane the four molecules 

per unit cell had two magnetically inequivalent sites. That 

is, each pair of magnetically equivalent molecules in the 

unit cell were related to each other by a two-fold rotation 
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along the x-axis of Fig. 1. One then expected to see two 

resonances - one for each inequivalent site - as the molecule 

was rotated in the x-y plane. However, only one resonance 

per given direction was observed for rotation in the x-y and/or 

b-c plane as shown in Fig. 7. If the behavior of the Nb com

plex was analogous to, for instance, some copper(II) complexes 

(31), the single resonance could easily be explained due to 

exchange interactions. In order to separate exchange coupled 

resonances, one would require a variable temperature cryostat 

and several higher microwave frequencies which were not avail

able for the present EPR spectrometer. 

The assumption was made that the g-value observed was an 

average of two g-values from inequivalent sites. First gx and 

gg were calculated from the equivalent positions along the 

axes. Then, g^ and g3 were substituted into an equation for 

the average g-value. Calculated g-values for directions off 

the crystal axes were compared with the experimental g-values. 

Considering the x-molecular axis in Fig. 1 as the refer

ence axis : 

gave = %[(8^)xx cos^e + (g^) sinfe]^ 
^ (80) 

+ %Ug^)xx cosZ# + (g2)yy sin20]^ 
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where cos0, sin6, cos0, and sin# formed the direction cosines 

relative to the molecular axis and (g^)xx (g^)yy were the 

principal values of the g^-tensor. 

For the magnetic field along the c axis, the x axis of 

one site formed an angle of -55 degrees with the magnetic 

field and the x-axis of the other site formed an angle of +55 

degrees with the magnetic field. 

gc ^ f(g^)xx cos^55 + (g^)yy sin255]^ = 1-55 + .03 (81) 

For the magnetic field along the fa axis, the x axis of 

one site formed an angle of +35 degrees with the magnetic 

field and the x-axis of the other site formed an angle of 145 

degrees with the magnetic field. 

Sb ^ [(8f)xx cos235 + (g^)yy sin235]^ = 1.77 + .02 (82) 

Solving these equations for g^x and gyy gave: 

gl = gxx = 1.95 + .06 (83) 

S3 = gyy = 1.30 + .06 (84) 

g2 = gzz = 1.75 + .04 (85) 

Then, gi and gg were substituted in the equation for 

gave and the map for calculated gave assumed the same angular 

dependence as the map for experimental gave (Fig. 7). 
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Glasses 

In order to resolve the g-value and hyperfine components 

from the spectra of NbBr^Ac2, the niobium (IV) complex was dis

solved in solvents which were expected to form suitable 

glasses. The logical choice was acetonitrile, but a poor 

glass and unresolved spectra were obtained. After consider

able searching, a 75:25 mixture of toluene to acetonitrile was 

found to form a clear glass and to hold enough NbBr^Ac2 in 

solution (.05M) for an intense X-band spectrum to be recorded. 

The NbBr^Ac2 glass spectrum shown in Fig. 11 contained 

ten hyperfine lines for which g^x was equal to 1.91 + 0.03 

and the coupling constant for the separation between the 

second and third peak was 268 + 20 gauss. In addition to the 

broad resonance on the high field side, unresolved EPR reson

ances due to the a^id gyy components were observed under 

the hyperfine lines for the g^x component. Niobium has a 

nuclear spin of 9/2 and lack of resolution may be due to the 

large number of overlapping Amj = 0 and Amj > 0 transitions, 

i.e. quadrupole effects (32). Unfortunately the baseline was 

not resonant free and was not reproducible from sample to 

sample. Therefore, no attempt was made to fit the spectirum 
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Fig. 11. EPR spectrum of NbBr4(CH3CN)2 trapped in an acetonitrile-toluene glass 
at 77°K (the magnetic field is increasing from left to right) 
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in detail, but a computer program^ was used to simulate the 

glass spectrum given the intensity, x-scale factor in gauss/ 

cm, the line width, and nuclear spin of the particle. 

The simulated spectrum was just the sum of the proposed 

hyperfine lines for the three different g-values. In Fig. 12 

the upper curve was the proposed spectrum formed from the 

resolved experimental hyperfine lines around g^^. For the 

lower curve in Fig. 12, a ten line spectrum with a line shape 

similar to the upper curve in Fig. 12 was proposed except the 

half-width of the hyperfine lines was increased to 350 gauss 

such that the hyperfine components (approximately 250 gauss 

coupling constant) were no longer resolved. The spectrum was 

reflected along the abscissa as expected for the gyy component. 

In Fig. 13 a ten line spectrum was simulated where the half-

width was small compared to the coupling constant. For the 

lower curve in Fig. 13, the half-width was increased to 350 

gauss and the coupling constant was 150 gauss. Arbitrarily 

fitting the hyperfine components together in order to obtain 

the experimental line shape gave the simulated spectrum with 

gl equal to 1.91, g2 equal to 1.65, and gg equal to 1.54 - a 

^his program, which assumed a Lorentzian line shape for 
the parent line, was borrowed from Dr. T. Couch, Ames Labora
tory, Iowa State University. 
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Fig. 12. Simulated spectra for g^-value with hyperfine line width of 175 gauss 

(upper curve) and for gg-value with increased hyperfine line width of 

350 gauss (lower curve) 
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rough fit (Fig. 14). 

If the baseline accounted for a portion of the drop in 

the line shape following the DPPH signal, then the hyperfine 

coupling constant for the gyy component may be much less than 

250 gauss and the g^ component may be confined under the un

resolved high field peak. Then g^g and gyy values nearly 

conformed to equal to 1.75 and gyy equal to 1.30 from 

the crystal work. 

Future work 

While investigating the magnetic properties of the 

NbBr^Ac2 system, other directions that led to inconclusive 

results were described here in the hope that this research 

may prove beneficial for future work on low-symmetry d^ trans

ition metal complexes. 

An attempt was made to obtain EER data from NbBr4Ac2 

diluted in a diamagnetic host, ZrBr4Ac2- From the powder 

patterns, different space groups were assigned to the NbBr4Ac2 

and ZrBr4Ac2 complexes. Crystals with approximately 25 per

cent NbBr4Ac2 and 75 percent ZrBr4Ac2 were grown out of aceto-

nitrile solution and had the ZrBr^Acg, powder pattern. The EPR 

spectrum at liquid nitrogen temperatures for an unoriented 

crystal of this type had the ten hyperfine lines characteris-
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Fig. 14. EPR spectrum of NbBr4(CH3CN)2 in acetonitrile-toluene glass at 77°K 
(upper curve) compared with simulated EPR spectrum (lower curve) 
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tic of spin 9/2 for the niobium nucleus. Oscillation and 

zero-level Weissenberg photographs indicated disorder in one 

of the planes of the diluted crystals. Attempts to grow 

single crystals of ZrBr^Ac2 were unsuccessful because the 

Zr(IV) complex, which looked crystalline in solution, cracked 

when the solvent was pumped away from the complex. The order

ing in the crystals seemed to be proportional to the percent

age of niobium(IV) complex in the mixture. 

A powdered sample of ZrBrz^Ac2 containing 10 percent Nb 

melted at 230°C. The EPR line shape for NbBr^Ac2 in the 

quenched melt (Fig. 15) coincided with the line shape for 

NbBr4Ac2 in the acetonitrile-toluene glass. In fact, more 

structure for the high field gyy component seemed resolved 

in the melt than in the glass. 

In addition to studying the exchange interaction in 

NbBr4Ac2 single crystals at Q-band and higher microwave fre

quencies (pg 55), Q-band (microwave frequency of approximately 

35 gigacycles) spectra could also be used to separate the 

hyperfine lines for the anisotropic g-values of NbBr4Ac2 in 

the acetonitrile-toluene glass. For example, X-band spectra 

for NbBr4Ac2 had g-values at 3000, 3400, and 4600 gauss, 

whereas Q-band spectra should have the same g-values at 
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Fig. 15. EPR spectrum of quenched melt of 10% NbBr4(CH3CN)2 and 90% spectrum 
ZrBr4(CH3CN)2 at 77°K (the magnetic field is increasing from 
left to right) 
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approximately 12,000, 13,600, and 18,400 gauss. The coupling 

constant in gauss remains unchanged for X-band and Q-band so 

that the hyperfine lines for the g^x, gyy, and g^z components 

are separated from each other. 

Solvents were mixed with NbBr^ to determine if the sol

vents would make suitable non-reactive glasses. Interesting, 

but as yet uninterpreted, spectra were found for bis(2-

methoxyethyl)ether, CH3OCH2CH2OCH2CH2OCH3 (Fig. 16) and 

2-methyl THF (Fig. 17). Four or five low field peaks were 

resolved before the hyperfine components overlapped. For

bidden and Am > 1 quadrupole transitions plus low symmetry 

anisotropy should be considered when predicting the spectra. 

Electronic Spectra of NbBr4Ac2 

Torp (1) recorded the ultraviolet, visible, and near 

infrared absorption spectra for the NbBr4Ac2 complex. From 

the solution spectrum of the niobium(IV) complex in acetoni-

trile and from the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the solid 

complex, three transition energies - 24,700 cm'^ (®max 380), 

approximately 19,100 cm~^ (®max approximately 20), and less 

than or equal to 4000 cm~^ (®max approximately 20) - were 

assigned to the metal d-d transitions. 

The reflectance spectrum and the solution spectrum were 

redetermined in this work and agreed with Torp's spectra. 



Fig. 16. EPR spectrum of NbBr^ in bis(2-raethoxyethyl) ether at 77°K (the 
magnetic field is increasing from left to right) 
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Fig. 17. EPR spectrum of NbBr^ in 2-methyl THF at 77°K (the magnetic field is 
Increasing from left to right) 
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The concentration of the niobium(IV) complex was increased to 

0.1 moles/liter in acetonitrile so that the "forbidden" d-d 

absorption band around 19,000 cm'^ contributed to the recorded 

electronic spectrum. The spectra of dilute and concentrated 

solutions were resolved into Gaussian components by a computer 

program developed by the Ames Laboratory Computer Services 

Group. (A listing of the program is given in a Ph.D. thesis 

by Dr. J. L. Meyer, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 1970). 

Wavelength and absorbance data from the experimental spectrum 

plus the number of components into which the spectrum should 

be resolved, estimated (extinction coefficient at the 

absorption maximum), estimated (wavenumber at the absorp

tion maximum), and estimated half-width at half-height for 

each COTiponent were the input data needed to run the program. 

Data were derived for two peaks: one at equal to 25,500 

cm~^ with Cmax equal to 550 and the half-width at half-height 

equal to 2362 cm'^; the other at equal to 19,550 cm"^ with 

e^nax equal to 7 and the half-width at half-height equal to 

3480 cm~^. In Fig. 18 the maximum for what looks like a low 

^he electronic spectrum showed no experimental evidence 
for a shoulder for an absorption peak at 16,600 cm~^ assigned 
by Fowles, Tidmarsh, and Walton (33) to a d-d transition. 
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intensity charge transfer band was assigned to a transition 

energy of 25,500 cm'^. In Fig. 19, the maximmn for the d-d 

band from the shoulder of the 25,500 cm'^ band was assigned 

a transition energy of 19,550 cm"^ above the ground state. 

The + sign represented values from the experimental spectrum 

and the X sign represented the sum of the Gaussian components. 

The experimental spectrum and sum of the Gaussian peaks agreed 

well within experimental error, i.e. within the uncertainty 

of the niobium concentration for the solutions. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Bonding 

Experimental measurement s of electronic d-d transitions 

and magnetic g-values were incorporated with theoretical 

crystal field wave functions in an attempt to semiempirically 

parameterize metal o and TT bonding in NbBr^Ac2. The substi

tution of acetonitrile ligands for two bromine atoms in cis 

positions caused reduction to C2v point symmetry, split the 

T2g and Eg states, and accounted for the large anisotropy in 

the g-values. The electronic d-d "forbidden" absorptions 

from the ground state to the excited T2g and Eg states were 

no longer assigned to a single, unresolved, low intensity 

band from which the maximum absorption represented 10 Dq. 

For NbBr^Ac2 two of the four excited states were estimated to 

be 4000 cm~^ and 19,550 cm~^ above the ground state (p. 66). 

The first excited state was expected to be approximately 2000 

cm~^ above the ground state (p. 76) and the fourth excited 

state was expected to be hidden under the charge-transfer 

absorptions. The difference in the g-va lue from the spin-

only, g equal to two, value was dependent upon the mixing of 

the ground state with excited states, but the magnitude of 

the difference in the g-value from the spin-only value, i.e. 
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the magnitude of the anisotropy, was dependent upon the magni

tude of the transition energy from the ground state to the 

excited states. For a low symmetry complex, each anisotropic 

g-value expressed the interaction with different, non-degen

erate excited states and, thus, separated the interactions in 

the sense that different wave functions corresponding to dif

ferent excited states were predominately involved in a specif

ic <7 or TT bond. 

The octahedral wave functions were quantized along the 

C2 axis so that these zero order wave functions were used as 

a basis to give reasonable g-value expressions containing 

first order energy terms. The problem was how to assign the 

d-d transition energies to correspond with the eg and t2g 

wave functions given in Table 2. For simplicity in notation 

the T2g and Eg representations in octahedral symmetry (Table 

2) were characterized by their representations when the sym

metry descended from Oh to C2v 

a I 
^2g - *1 

Tbg - Bi 

E |  - A Ï  

E| -B2 (90) 

(89) 

(88) 

(87) 

(86) 
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Refering to Fig. 1 the function B2 is similar to dy^ of 

the metal and bonds with the ligands in the y-z plane, whereas, 

the function is a combination of d^2-y2 ^^2 orbitals 

and bonds with the bromide ligands along the x-axis. For 

octahedral symmetry, the eg orbitals are degenerate. Assuming 

the addition of acetonitrile lowers the energy level corres

ponding to the A]L wave function and raises the energy level 

II 
corresponding to the B2 wave function, then A^ was assigned 

to the excited state 19,550 cm ^ above the ground state. 

From Dougherty's crystal structure determination of 

NbBr4Ac2 (2), the trans bromides and the niobium metal atom 

form a 160 degree angle in the x-z molecular plane (Fig. 1). 

Here A2 (which resembles d^y) points farthest away from the 

ligands and was taken as the ground state. Positive evidence 

for À2 as the ground state was extracted from M.O. theory 

(pg 78) where A2 was the only orbital not allowed to partici

pate in a-bonding in the C2v point group. Similarly, 

(which looks like djjz) was assigned to the first excited state 

and Ai (a combination of d^2 and d^2_y2 which looks like 

"d^2_y2") was assigned to the second excited state. 

Substitution into the ggg-value expression given by 
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Pryce (29) and discussed on page 34 gave:^ 

^ 2(1 - 3X _ X . 

" E(AÏ)-E(A2) E(A|)-E(A2) 

g = 2(1 - 5X7501 _ _Z^ ) = 1.40 
^ 19550 4000 

(91) 

Substitution for E(B2) - E(A2) equal to 25,500 ea gave: 

gxx = 2(1 ^ ) = 2(1 ^ ) = 1.94 (92) 
E(B2)-E(A2) 25,500 

Now the extinction coefficient for this band resolved in 

Fig. 18 was an order of magnitude larger than the extinction 

coefficient for the second and third excited states. If the 

band at 25,500 cm'^ was attributed to charge transfer, the 

fourth excited state probably was hidden under the charge 

transfer absorption peaks. 

Substitution for gyy equal to 1.30 gave E(Bi)-E(A2). 

gyy = 1.30 = 2(1 - —= 2(1 - _25fi_ ) 

(93) 

Ai = E(Bi) - E(A2) ~ 2100 cm'l (94) 

For niobium(IV) the value of X, the spin orbit coupling 
constant, was 748 cm"^. 
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The transition Aj to the first excited state was not 

observed experimentally. In the absorption spectra the ligand 

CN stretching band and Nujol absorption bands masked the for

bidden d-d transition which was already expected to have a low 

extinction coefficient (e < 10). Assuming tetragonal distor

tion, Torp (1) plotted Hgff vs. kT/X and, by comparing plots 

made by Figgis (34) of M-eff versus kT/X with different values 

of A^/X, estimated to lie between 1000 and 2000 cm 

From EER measurements one observed directly the effect of the 

excited state, Ai above the ground, on the g-tensor. The 

anisotropy in the gyy-factor was caused by the interaction of 

the ground state with the first excited state (see Equation 

93). Neglecting n-bonding for A2 and functions, gyy con

firmed that the first excited state was significantly split 

from the ground state and from the second excited state. 

The calculated value of g^x agreed with the experimental 

value (1.95 + .06) from single crystal work and with the value 

(1.91 + .03) from NbBr^Ac2 in the acetonitrile-toluene glass. 

Due to uncertainty in the assignment of the band at 2 5 , 5 0 0  

cm~^ and to the uncertainty in the g-value, this experimental 

and calculated agreement was still flexible enough to only 

tentatively assign the transition energy for the fourth 
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excited state. 

The difference in experimental and calculated values of 

gzz (i.e. Agzz = gzz^ " Szz^ ~ 0'35) indicated that the zero 

order crystal field wave functions did not explain the EPR 

data. Pryce's theory (29) assumed X was much smaller than 

Ai, but correction terms, in our case, did not account for a 

difference of 0L35 in experimental and calculated g-values. 

For example if X was less than Ai, gzz calculated from the 

expression on page 36 given by Pake (30) was equal to 1.44. 

After reduction to the C2v point symmetry, the excited states 

I» I 
and can mix because of the addition of a low symmetry 

potential. Also, some mixing of ligand orbitals (LCAO-M.O.) 

with metal orbitals should form a more realistic bonding 

scheme. Incorporating molecular orbital theory and mixing 

excited states altered the g-value towards both the spin-only 

value and the experimental value. 

The reducible representation for a-bonding (C2v point 

group) was: 

(a-bonding) = SA^ + + 2B2 (95) 

The absence of A2, the non-bonding representation, was in 

good agreement with the previous assignment of A2 as the 

ground state. In addition, the ground state A2 and the 
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excited states and A| can all n-bond with the ligands, but 

from Dougherty's crystal structure determination (2), A2 

points farthest away from the ligands, making n-bonding diffi

cult. Again the ground state was taken as A2 without appreci

able n-bonding. The expected M.O. and symmetry mixed wave 

functions are expressed in Equations 96 through 100. In these 

equations L represents the ligands and N represents the coef

ficient for the metal wave functions after normalization. 

The coefficients a and P are needed to account for the mixing 

of Aj and A^. 

= Na^(*A% + pAi - (96) 

= N(,g(B2 - YBg) (97) 

^*A " ' YAI(tta.)) (98) 

= N,TB(Bl - yBI) (99) 

*N.B. = *:2g (100) 

The expressions for the g-values are expressed in Equa

tions 101 , 102 and 103 . In these equations overlap was 

neglected and a correction for low-lying charge-transfer 

(C.T.) bands was included (7). 
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(1-NC„)X 

gxx 2(1 "•" AE(C.T.) ̂  

N^ X (1-N^_)X 

Syy 2(1 e(b^)_e(A2) AE(C.T.) ^ 

(«2+2 \/3ûr3+3e2)N2 1 (3^2+2 \/3a0+p2)N?. X 
Szz = 2(1 - -

E(AI)-E(A2) E(Ap-E(A2) 

(«2+2 \J3«B4-3P^) (1-N^^) X (3a^+2 ̂ c.3+3^) (l-Ng^) X 

(103) 

A E ( C . T . )  A E ( C . T . )  

2 If no TT or covalent bonding occurred, that is equal 

2 to 1 and equal to 1, the experimental g^^ value may be 

explained from the application of low symmetry crystal field 

theory which requires mixing of the two Ai functions. If no 

mixing occurs g^^ still may be expressed in terms of two 

parameters and N^. Torp (1) found that the C-N stretch

ing frequency shifted to higher energies upon coordination 

indicating that little or no TT-bonding took place from nitrile 

to metal. However, it is still possible that the metal 

orbital in the A^ representation is released to n-bond with 

the bromides. The real situation probably consists of a com

bination of the mixing of excited states, some covalent bond

ing, and some n-bonding. 
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It was tempting to estimate values for Nrr^ and (7) 

to quantitatively correlate g^z calculated with g^g observed. 

If Ai, the energy separation for the first excited state, 

could be determined directly from the electronic spectra, one 

could predict the extent of n-bonding for the representa

tion. But, realistically, more experimental information is 

needed to adequately characterize the bonding in NbBr4Ac2. 

Magnetic Properties 

The magnetic properties for complexes of the general for

mula NbX4L2, where X stands for halides and L stands for donor 

ligands, have not been well characterized from the magnetic 

susceptibility data. Fowles, Tidmarsh, and Walton (33) re

ported the effective magnetic moments obtained from the mag

netic susceptibility data of a series of powdered MX4L2 com

plexes at room temperature. Torp (1) also measured the effec

tive magnetic moment from susceptibility data at temperatures 

ranging from 100°K to room temperature for powdered NbX4L2. 

The effective magnetic moments obtained by the two groups have 

been tabulated in Table 5 for NbBr4Ac2 and NbCl4Ac2 and com

pared with the magnetic moment calculated by substituting the 

average g-value obtained from the EPR powder spectrum of 

NbBr4Ac2 and NbCl4Ac2 into Equation 104. 

I'eff = g(S(S+ l ) ) %  (104) 
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Table 5. Effective magnetic moments from susceptibility and 
EFR measurements 

Temp 
OR Weff " NbBr4Ac2 Heff " NbCl4Ac2 

300 1.57 (Torp) 1.82 (Torp) 
293 1.55 (Fowles et al.) 
291 1.34 (Fowles et al.) -

150 1.47 (Torp) 1.82 (Torp) 
100 1.40 (Torp) 1.81 (Torp) 
77 1.40 + .03 (present 1.47 (present 

EPR work) EPR work) 

The susceptibility data were inconclusive as to whether 

the complex had a cis or trans configuration. 

If the complex was soluble in a glass, the EFR. results 

gave a better test for determining cis or trans configurations 

from the line shape of the EPR spectrum. The EPR spectrum for 

trans complexes in a glass has two principal g-values; whereas 

the EPR spectrum for cis complexes has three principal g-

values. In addition, information about the magnitude of the 

g-value anisotropy and about the coupling constants were esti

mated for NbBr^Ac2 the experimental and simulated spectra. 

In conclusion, electron paramagnetic resonance spectros

copy seemed to be an excellent diagnostic tool for examining 

the magnetic properties of the MX4L2 complexes having a d^ 

configuration. 
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